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Olga.pdf
 

Dear Reijo 

 

I have some good news for you! 
We managed to find a record about Paraskeva Sukhareva. 

The document says that she was from Novgorod province, Cherepovets county, 

Dementievskaya parish, Leontievo village. 

 

Since then, the administrative division has changed and I think that this place now 

belongs to the Vologda region. 

Here: 

https://yandex.ru/maps/geo/derevnya_leontyevo/53143781/?ll=38.489949%2C59.308

843&utm_source=main_stripe_big&z=9 

 

I am sending you a document concerning Paraskeva. 

If you don't understand something, ask me! 

With best wishes, Olga 
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4 b Myös Beckerin suvun huviloissa oli käynyt varkaita 1907 
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20 Buddestrasse 8 

ist heute Roosevelta 8.docx
 

Buddestrasse 8 ist heute Roosevelta 8. Hier ist das Foto über die Renovierung des Hauses. 



 

 

 

 

Die Straße ist jetzt Roosevelta 8 Buddestrasse 8 - Roosevelta 8 vor etwa 10 Jahren. Die 

Museumsagentur möchte das Haus schützen. Die Lösung des Falles ist bereits beim Obersten 

Gerichtshof in Posen eingeleitet. 
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22 Erik Barz und 

Karl Scholze während des Krieges.docx
 

Erik Barz 

 

5/1940 = SS Uscha in der 1./SS TIR 3 (SS Totenkopf-Division (mot)) 

1/1942 = SS Ustuf in der 6./ SS TIR 3 



1/1944 = SS Ostuf in der 19. Grenadier Division der Waffen SS (lettische Nr.2) 

 

 

Karl Scholze 

 

 

oth, Friedrich SS-Rottenführer 28.VII.1904 March 1941 – 26.III.1943; SS-
Wachkommando Posen, Abteilung IV 

Rudolf, Herman SS-Anwärter 28.XI.1914 20.XI.1939 – 2.V.1941 

Schmidt, Adolf SS-Sturmmann 21.X.1921 26.II.1941 – 15.V.1943; SS-
Wachkommando Posen 

Scholze, Karl SS-Rottenführer 14.IV.1903 20.IV.1940 – 26.III.1943; SS-
Wachkommando Posen 

Schwanke, Erwin SS-Sturmmann 27.XI.1904 27.II.1941 – 26.III.1943 

So    
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25 rickhard becker 

fsb - Olga.docx
 

Rickhard Becker FSB 

 

 

 

Becker Richard Germanovich was born on December 11, 1879, in the city of 

Leningrad (St. Petersburg). 

He lived in Leningrad (Borovaya str., 26, sq. 15). He worked as an assistant teacher 

of the Department of water sports of the Lesgaft Institute of physical culture and 



sports. He had a secondary education (6 classes of secondary school). He was not a 

member of the party. He served in the red army in 1918-1921 (ski instructor). 

The questionnaire indicates the composition of the family: 

sister - Becker Emma Germanovna, 60 years old, housewife, lived in Leningrad 

(Borovaya str., 26, sq. 15); 

brother - Becker Otto Germanovich, 56 years old, lived in Riga (Latvia). 

 

Becker Richard Germanovich was arrested on March 23, 1937. he was Accused of 

anti-Soviet agitation and participation in a counter-revolutionary organization. 

On January 10, 1938, by the decision of the NKVD Commission, Richard Becker was 

sentenced to death by firing squad. The sentence was carried out on January 15, 

1938 in Leningrad. 

On December 10, 1958, the resolution of the NKVD Commission of January 10, 1938 

was repealed. The case was dismissed for lack of evidence. Becker Richard 

Germanovich was rehabilitated. 

 

Unfortunately, it was not possible to find out anything about Paraskeva Sukhareva. I 

can't say whether there is any mention of it in the documents or not. It will probably 

take another visit to the FSB to find out. But now in St. Petersburg, strict restrictions 

have been introduced due to the coronavirus. The next visit (if necessary) can take 

place when the restrictions are removed due to the epidemic. 

 

 

Please stay healthy! 

 

With best wishes, Olga. 
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- FSB PRISON.docx
 

Google kääntäjä 

https://translate.google.fi/?hl=fi 

Tietoa Otto Beckerin veljestä 

https://translate.google.fi/?hl=fi


Здравствуйте, Reijo. 

 

Ваше письмо переслал мне Ян Збигневич Рачинский. 

 

Это братья. Не знаю, близнецы, или нет. 

 

В 1930-х годах, 

ко времени ареста Ричарда Беккера, 

его брат Отто Беккер жил в Латвии. 

 

В связи с чем Вы интересуетесь этим вопросом? 

 

С уважением — 

Анатолий Яковлевич Разумов, 

руководитель Центра «Возвращённые имена» 

при Российской национальной библиотеке, 

отв. сост. и ред. Книги памяти «Ленинградский мартиролог», 

член Петербургской Комиссии по восстановлению прав 

реабилитированных жертв политических репрессий, 

член Правозащитного совета Петербурга 

 

        191069, С.-Петербург, Садовая ул., 18. 

                e-mail: A.Razumov@nlr.ru 

 

Then you need to search in Latvia.  

The questionnaire of the arrested Richard Becker says that his brother lives in Latvia 
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27 aus Otto Becker 

im Russland.docx
 

Dear Reijo –  

    Please find below result of our work on Becker subject.   

    Surname appeared to be rather common in Russia. We looked for Otto information 

in the annual issues of St. Petersburg and Moscow merchant directories, but just Otto 

is not listed.   

    

mailto:A.Razumov@nlr.ru


    Otto Hermanovich Becker is listed in issues of St. Petersburg address directory. In 

1910, he resided on #118, Sadovaya street, then moved to address on Borovaya street 

known to you, and still resided there in 1917. No Becker woman on the same address. 

After revolt of 1917, the directory was not published.   

    Besides, he is listed as treasurer of Lahta lawn tennis club “Clover Leaf” in St. 

Petersburg trade industrial directory for the year 1915. In the same directory, “Bade 

Albin” is listed as the agent company of Swedish linen “Composition” firm and 

others. Bade, Margarita Rudolfovna, Helsingfors native, wife of engineer, was 

engaged in commercial activity in St. Petersburg since 1890, inheriting trade house 

“Maria Bade”. She resided on #41, Liteynyi avenue; hade several stores on Liteynyi 

avenue and the shop on #32, Gorohovaya street. Goods: lighting and lubricants. In 

1909, the company was reformed into trade house “Albin Bade” with capital of 2000 ruble.    

      The plate of trade house M. Bade and Co is selling in Internet:   

 

     In the Russian State Historical Archive (RGIA) there are files with documents of taking 
Russian citizenship by different people with surname Becker. They were Prussian, 
Bavarian, German subjects. We cannot select a right file because no one had a name 
Otto.   

    In Central Historical Archive of St. Petersburg (CGIA SPb), there is file which title 
explains why Otto was not found among merchants. Fond 479 inventory 19 file 1201. Case 
of registering Kolpino meshchanin Otto Becker in St. Petersburg meshchanin community. 
Year 1909.  

    *Meshchanin – petit-townsmen. It was a social estate in the Emperor Russia. Small 
traders, handicraftsmen, and law ranks were entered there. Kolpino was a town in St. 
Petersburg suburb.     



    Such file most probable includes information about his origin which you want to know.  
The Archive MAY be reopened in a week. This depends on epidemic situation, e.g. not 
known exactly. If you agree, after Archive will be accessible, we will order delivering file 
from archival depository into reading hall to receive it for examining in several days after 
this.  To estimate work, please let me know if you wish copies, or just information from 
documents.         

     Best regards, 

     Elena.  

P.S. Some information about Becker estate is on 
http://www.kanneljarvi.fi/alasivut/sivu2/Hämeenkylänetti.htm You may see batter than we.   
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